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a b s t r a c t

Electromagnetic (EM) investigation depths are larger on Venus than Earth due to the dearth of water in
rocks, in spite of higher temperatures. Whistlers detected by Venus Express proved that lightning is pres-
ent, so the Schumann resonances �10–40 Hz may provide a global source of electromagnetic energy that
penetrates �10–100 km. Electrical conductivity will be sensitive at these depths to temperature structure
and hence thermal lithospheric thickness. Using 1D analytic and 2D numerical models, we demonstrate
that the Schumann resonances—transverse EM waves in the ground-ionosphere waveguide—remain sen-
sitive at all altitudes to the properties of the boundaries. This is in marked contrast to other EM methods
in which sensitivity to the ground falls off sharply with altitude. We develop a 1D analytical model for
aerial EM sounding that treats the electrical properties of the subsurface (thermal gradient, water con-
tent, and presence of conductive crust) and ionosphere, and the effects of both random errors and biases
that can influence the measurements. We initially consider specified 1D lithospheric thicknesses 100–
500 km, but we turn to 2D convection models with Newtonian temperature-dependent viscosity to pro-
vide representative vertical and lateral temperature variations. We invert for the conductivity-depth
structure and then temperature gradient. For a dry Venus, we find that the error on temperature gradient
obtained from any single local measurement is �100%—perhaps enough to distinguish ‘‘thick’’ vs. ‘‘thin’’
lithospheres. When averaging over thousands of kilometers, however, the standard deviation of the
recovered thermal gradient is within the natural variability of the convection models, <25%. A ‘‘wet’’ inte-
rior (hundreds of ppm H2O) limits EM sounding depths using the Schumann resonances to <20 km, and
errors are too large to estimate lithospheric properties. A 30-km conductive crust has little influence on
the dry-interior models because the Schumann penetration depths are significantly larger. We conclude
that EM sounding of the interior of Venus is feasible from a 55-km high balloon. Lithospheric thickness
can be measured if the upper-mantle water content is low. If H2O at hundreds of ppm is present, the dee-
per, temperature-sensitive structure is screened, but the ‘‘wet’’ nature of the upper mantle, as well as
structure of the upper crust, is revealed.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The geodynamic style of a solid planet or satellite is controlled
by the thickness of its lithosphere, or strong, comparatively cold,
outer shell. The coherent part is formally the mechanical litho-
sphere, whereas the thermal lithosphere is the (generally thicker)
conductive boundary layer to internal solid-state convection. We
treat the thermal lithosphere in this paper, and denote its maxi-
mum and mean thicknesses as L and L, respectively.

Earth’s lithosphere has been globally investigated through
earthquake seismology, with additional contributions from other
geophysical methods. L ¼ 100 km for oceanic lithosphere and

L ¼ 200 km for continental lithosphere (Schubert et al., 2001). So-
lid-state convection in the Earth has a freely moving lithosphere
100 km thick—plate tectonics—because temperature-dependent
viscosity contrasts are modest (Solomatov, 1995), probably moder-
ated by the presence of water.

The unknown mean thickness and variability of the lithosphere
of Venus are major obstacles to characterizing its geodynamic
style. The best constraints at present come from the correlation be-
tween gravity and topography, which indicates apparent depths of
Airy isostatic compensation of 150–350 km for spherical harmonic
degrees 3–10 (Sjogren et al., 1997). Local correlations, expressed
alternatively as geoid-to-topography ratio (GTR), indicate Pratt
compensation depths of 140–400 km for the volcanic rises, with
an average value around 260 km (Moore and Schubert, 1997).
The Pratt compensation depth is equivalent to L.
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A lithospheric thickness significantly greater than Earth’s is not
consistent with heat flow scaled from Earth or from chondritic
meteorites. Purely conductive equilibrium with terrestrial heat
sources would lead to L ¼ 40—45 km, too thin to support large-
scale topography (Solomon and Head, 1982; Turcotte, 1995).
Parameterized-convection models using chondritic heat sources
and a free upper boundary (or small viscosity contrast) produce
about three-quarters of the current terrestrial flux after 4 billion
years (Phillips and Malin, 1983; Solomatov and Moresi, 1996) so,
scaling from oceanic lithosphere, L < 150 km for a ‘‘plate-tectonic’’
Venus. (Also, Kaula and Phillips (1981) derived L ¼ 94 km directly
from thermal-boundary layer theory using terrestrial heat flux.)
Yet there is no evidence for contemporary lithospheric recycling
in the geological record of Venus (Solomon et al., 1992). If indeed
L ¼ 200—300 km and Venus has a chondritic or terrestrial comple-
ment of radionuclides, then ‘‘Venus cannot presently be in an
approximate thermal steady state’’ (Schubert et al., 1997).

Numerical models of mantle convection suggest that strongly
temperature-dependent viscosity leads to such large contrasts that
the lithosphere becomes stationary (Solomatov and Moresi, 1996).
Such ‘‘stagnant-lid’’ convection could be a consequence of a dearth
of water. Imposition of a stagnant lid 0.6–2 byr ago in parameter-
ized-convection models reduces current heat flow to as low as
30% of the value just prior to stagnation (Solomatov and Moresi,
1996; Phillips et al., 1997). The stagnant lid cools while the deeper
interior heats up—an evolution away from equilibrium that has
been postulated to trigger episodic lithospheric foundering and
global resurfacing (Turcotte, 1993).

The harsh surface conditions of Venus and large resource
requirements pose serious challenges to a network of long-lived
geophysical stations that might further probe the lithosphere in
accustomed ways. Seismic coupling to the dense atmosphere of
Venus could be detectable as ionospheric perturbations, thus en-
abling seismology from orbit (Lognonné et al., 2005). A satellite
constellation is necessary, however, for optimum implementation.
Another way to exploit the dense atmosphere for subsurface inves-
tigation is to perform electromagnetic sounding from a balloon in
the relatively benign environment near 55-km altitude. Balloons
are a component of the Venus Flagship concept definition (Bullock
et al., 2009) and have been considered by others for Discovery
(NASA) or Cosmic-Vision (ESA) class missions (Wilson et al.,
2011). The pioneering VEGA balloons lasted a few days (Sagdeev
et al., 1986), but balloon longevity can potentially be measured
in circumnavigations.

We present a series of numerical and analytical models to dem-
onstrate the feasibility of aerial electromagnetic sounding on
Venus, specifically to determine lithospheric thickness—the pivotal
geodynamic parameter. The relevant natural sources are discussed,
and how the unique properties of the ground-ionosphere wave-
guide enable high-altitude EM sounding. Measurement errors are
incorporated and a new high-performance sensor configuration is
proposed. Subsurface temperature profiles are specified or are
taken from numerical models of mantle convection. Tempera-
ture-dependent electrical conductivity of the ground is calculated
from laboratory measurements of either dry or ‘‘wet’’ olivine. The
ionospheric conductivity is also considered. Particular attention
is given to the effects of ionospheric variability on the inference
of ground conductivity, as boundary coupling in effect generates
a joint ionosphere-subsurface inverse problem.

2. Electromagnetic sounding

2.1. Earth–Venus comparison

Electromagnetic (EM) sounding encompasses a wide variety of
methods used to sense subsurface structure from less than a few

meters to a thousand kilometers or more (see Telford et al.,
1990; Simpson and Bahr, 2005; Grimm, 2009, for reviews). Below
1 Hz, abundant natural energy exists on Earth from magneto-
spheric pulsations and from the interaction of the magnetosphere
with diurnal heating of the ionosphere. Above 1 Hz, the ground-
ionosphere waveguide allows lightning energy to be recorded
globally as the 8–34 Hz Schumann resonances and regionally as
higher frequency impulses.

The fundamental parameter controlling EM exploration is the
skin depth d (km) = 0.5

p
qa/f (e.g., Telford et al., 1990), where qa

is the apparent resistivity (X m) of the ground and f is the fre-
quency (Hz). The apparent resistivity is the resistivity of a half-
space that is equivalent to the (depth-dependent) ground under
test. We drop the subscript for convenience and allow all resistiv-
ities to be apparent values unless otherwise noted, such as for spe-
cific material properties. The exploration depth

D ðkmÞ ¼ 0:36
p

q=f ð1Þ

is a better representation of depths at which true resistivity can be
recovered (e.g., McNeill, 1990) and figures directly in the asymp-
totic inversion used here (Section 3.6).

We compare subsurface electrical resistivity on Earth and
Venus and implications for EM sounding in Fig. 1. Representative
resistivity-depth profiles for Earth follow Egbert and Booker
(1992) and Lizarralde et al. (1995). The Venus profiles were con-
structed by specifying temperature vs. depth and then laboratory
conductivity-temperature measurements were used to form resis-
tivity vs. depth (Section 3.2). The lower resistivity of the terrestrial
lithosphere and upper asthenosphere, even compared to the Venus
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Fig. 1. (a) Comparison of electrical resistivity on Earth and Venus. Blue: Earth
structure (dashed: smoothed model of Egbert and Booker (1992); solid: layered
model of Lizarralde et al. (1995)). Remaining curves are Venus: solid, dry; dashed,
wet (�200–600 ppm H2O). Black, green, red: lithospheric thicknesses of 400, 200,
and 100 km, respectively. (b) Comparison of electromagnetic (EM) investigation
depths. Increase in resistivity due to dry rocks on Venus more than offsets decrease
in resistivity due to temperature, so that effective penetration depths are much
larger on Venus. This enables sounding of the upper mantle by lightning-caused
Schumann resonances at �10–40 Hz. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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‘‘wet’’ (hundreds of ppm H2O) profiles, is likely due to aqueous flu-
ids and/or graphite films (e.g., Yoshino et al., 2009).

We calculated the apparent resistivity of a layered halfspace
using a classical recursion procedure (Wait, 1970; see application
in Grimm, 2002). This approach includes both diffusion and prop-
agation; the latter was disabled here for clarity. The frequency-
dependent exploration depth then follows readily. (The reader will
now note that we switch between conductivity and resistivity in
this paper. They are of course reciprocal quantities: geophysicists
often prefer resistivity due to its dimensional relation to imped-
ance, whereas physicists use conductivity as the proportionality
constant between electric field and current density. However, only
resistivity is treated as an apparent or halfspace-equivalent value).

Typical Earth resistivities of 1–100 X m can require frequencies
<10�5 Hz (i.e., periods of days) to penetrate hundreds of kilometers
(Fig. 1). Such measurements have been useful in characterizing the
lithosphere, asthenosphere, and mantle transition zone, but can be
very challenging to make. Even exploration to tens of kilometers
depth calls for frequencies in the millihertz range, which still need
long, stationary, ground measurements. For Venus, however, the
presumed dearth of water makes resistivities much higher and
hence allows for deeper exploration (Fig. 1). At 10 Hz, for example,
D can be up to 130 km. Venus-analog materials that approach
1 MX m imply exploration depths 100 times greater than Earth
at the same frequency. Alternatively, the same depth can be
sounded at a frequency 104 times higher than on Earth.

This is the first enabling factor for EM exploration of the subsur-
face of Venus: the crust and upper mantle can be probed >1 Hz in-
stead of �1 Hz as for Earth. This has several benefits. It allows
specific sources (Section 2.2) and propagation properties (Sec-
tion 2.3) to be exploited. All EM measurements will enjoy higher
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to integration of more cycles in a
specified time. Most importantly, electric fields can be measured
capacitively, because impedance decreases in direct proportion to
frequency.

2.2. EM sources: lightning detection on Venus and the Schumann
resonances

Venus lacks the geomagnetic-band (<1 Hz) magnetospheric-
pulsation and ionospheric-dynamo signals that are all-important
to deep EM exploration on Earth, but this does not matter because
of the frequency shift expected for the relatively dry interior. The
spheric band (>1 Hz) is so named on Earth because it is dominated
by ‘‘radio atmospherics,’’ a variety of signals due to lightning dis-
charges. Impulsive signals at several kHz to MHz are useful to
understand the lightning source, but have unfavorable geometrical
properties for high-altitude EM sounding (Section 2.3). These sig-
nals are probably propagative in the venusian subsurface (loss tan-
gent �1) and penetrate just the top few kilometers.

The nearly continuous lightning discharge rate on Earth
(�100 s�1) globally fills the ground-ionosphere waveguide and sets
up longitudinal normal modes, the Schumann resonances (see
Nickolaenko and Hayakawa, 2002, for a review). Each mode con-
tains an integral multiple of wavelengths around the planet: an
ideal spherical cavity (vacuum between perfect boundary conduc-
tors) has eigenfrequencies

fm ¼
c

2pa

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mðmþ 1Þ

p
ð2Þ

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, m = 1, 2, 3, . . ., and a is the
planetary radius. Earth’s readily measured Schumanns lie at 8, 14,
20, 26, and 32 Hz, which are lower than predicted for the ideal cav-
ity due to conduction losses. The quality factor Q measures the abil-
ity to sustain propagation in the face of conduction losses into the
ground or ionosphere. Nickolaenko and Hayakawa (2002) show that

Q is the ratio of the waveguide thickness to the skin depth in the
boundary conductor(s). For Earth, the skin depth in the ground (or
ocean) is negligible and Q = 4–8 over the first four frequencies due
to ionospheric losses.

Several groups have studied the likely properties of Schumann
resonances on Venus (Nickolaenko and Rabinowicz, 1982; Pechony
and Price, 2004; Simões et al., 2008). Ideal-waveguide frequencies
differ only by the ratio of planetary radii, i.e., the fundamental
eigenfrequency would lie at 11 Hz. Ionospheric conductivity low-
ers the fundamental to 9 Hz with estimates of Q from 5 to 10 for
this mode. Simões et al. (2008) also modeled a lossy lower bound-
ary, i.e., finite ground conductivity. They adopted a model temper-
ature profile from Arkani-Hamed (1994) but simply chose
conductivity measurements for ‘‘silicon oxide’’ and for felsic rocks,
neither of which is appropriate for a nearly anhydrous, mafic,
venusian crust and upper mantle. Simões and co-workers consid-
ered an alternative model with conductivity reduced by a factor
of 100, but these high- and low-conductivity profiles are still about
a factor of 100 more conductive than our models (Section 3.2)
using ‘‘wet’’ and dry olivine, respectively. The fundamental eigen-
frequency in their joint ionosphere-ground model falls to 8 Hz
and Q = 4. The eigenfrequencies and quality factors could both be
lower if the higher resistivities used here were adopted.

Evidence for lightning on Venus—the necessary source for the
Schumann resonances—has been debated for nearly three decades
(see Grebowsky et al., 1997, for a review). We view the recent mea-
surements from the Venus Express (VEX) vector magnetometer as
definitive evidence for lightning. Russell et al. (2007) reported
bursts of field-aligned, circularly-polarized energy near the space-
craft periapsis. This is a diagnostic signature of a whistler wave
that is vertically refracted through the ionosphere as it traverses
from below. Whistlers are uniquely associated with lightning be-
cause the dispersion arises from an impulsive source (the actual
dispersion cannot be observed by VEX due to bandwidth limita-
tion). Russell et al. (2008) refined the estimate of flash rate to
18 s�1, about 20% of Earth’s. The amplitudes are, however, un-
known. The Schumann excitation is proportional to the current
moment, or current times (return) stroke length (see Nickolaenko
and Hayakawa, 2002). R strokes per second contribute an ampli-
tude multiplier between

p
R and R, depending on whether the sig-

nals add incoherently or coherently, respectively. Thus the
estimated difference in flash rate will multiply the Venus Schu-
mann amplitudes by 0.2–0.4. This could be offset by larger peak
currents or longer stroke lengths on Venus. The cloud-to-ground
distance, for example, is an order of magnitude larger on Venus.
Without any other information, we will assume an Earth-like
300 lV/m for the vertical electric field and 1 pT for the horizontal
magnetic field. It is also worth noting that at lower flash rates the
TEM excitation may appear as discrete pulses, akin to terrestrial
Q-bursts, instead of a continuous harmonic signal.

This is the second enabling factor for EM exploration of the sub-
surface of Venus: abundant natural energy, in the form of light-
ning-caused Schumann resonances, is very likely to exist in the
desired exploration bandwidth.

2.3. The ground-ionosphere waveguide

Although the Schumann resonances are the result of normal
modes in a spherical shell, they can be described locally and
approximately as transverse electromagnetic (TEM) modes, with
neither electric nor magnetic fields in the propagation direction.
For a wave propagating horizontally in the x-direction, the electric
field is vertical (Ez) and the magnetic field is horizontal and orthog-
onal to propagation (flux density By: for discussion purposes, we
neglect the formal right-hand convention of the Poynting vector
that would orient positive B in the negative y direction). In an ideal
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waveguide, the boundaries are nodes and so the TEM wave can ex-
ist at all frequencies where no more than one-half free-space
wavelength exists across the vertical extent of the waveguide,
i.e., up to �2 kHz on Earth for the �70-km effective waveguide
height. A variety of transverse magnetic (TM) modes exists above
the TEM cutoff, in which waves with no magnetic field in the prop-
agation direction reflect back and forth from the boundaries.

In a waveguide with imperfectly conducting boundaries, the
TEM wave acquires a small tilt so that the Poynting vector trans-
mits energy through the boundaries. Hence a small electric field
appears in the propagation direction, Ex. This wave tilt W is:

W ¼ Ex

Ez

����
���� ¼ 1

n

����
���� ffi ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

qxe0
p ð3Þ

where n is the apparent complex index of refraction of the ground
(see McNeill and Labson, 1991, for a review). In turn, n2 = er � i/
qxe0, where er is the relative permittivity (dielectric constant), q
is the resistivity, x is the angular frequency, e0 is the permittivity
of free space, and i =

p�1. The dielectric contribution can be ne-
glected at Schumann frequencies, which leads to the approximation
in Eq. (3). For the range of Venus conditions shown in Fig. 1,
W = 0.1–2�. Because Ez = cBy, and again neglecting the dielectric
term:

Ex

By

����
���� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qx=l0

q
ð4Þ

where l0 is the permittivity of free space. Solving Eq. (3) or (4) for q
gives the apparent resistivity as a function of frequency, using
either the vertical electric field (wave-tilt method, WT) or the hor-
izontal magnetic field (magnetotelluric method, MT) as the refer-
ence to which the horizontal electric field is compared.

We have analyzed the sensitivity with altitude for vertically
incident, TM, and TEM waves: airborne EM on Earth is carried
out at low altitude because of a qualitative understanding that sen-
sitivity falls off with altitude, but this has never been quantified.
Vertically incident waves were treated directly by computing the
apparent resistivity at altitude z, where the air is simply a zero-
conductivity layer. The ground resistivity is correctly recovered
for z� D (the ground exploration depth, Eq. (1)), but the ground
appears as a perfect (informationless) conductor for z� D. There-
fore the theoretical maximum altitude at which vertically incident
plane waves can be used is z = D.

TM waves were analyzed numerically using the same approach
described below (Section 3.4) for TEM waves. Many modes are ex-
cited from a compact source and so complicated field patterns ap-
pear. The apparent resistivity diverges quickly with altitude from
the ground value. Consider, however, that the TM signals, visual-
ized as rays, are ‘‘detached’’ from the boundary over most of their
multiple reflected paths due to short wavelengths compared to the
waveguide thickness. Heuristically, it is only when they are very
near the surface that they ‘‘feel’’ its effect, and so again the maxi-
mum altitude at which the subsurface can be sensed is also about
an exploration depth in the ground.

TEM waves present a very different geometry for subsurface
exploration. We begin with an analytical treatment and present
numerical results for Venus below (Section 4.1). We assume that
Ez is constant across the waveguide (although it may vary horizon-
tally). Eq. (3) gives the wavetilt at the planetary surface for a
ground resistivity qg, and a complementary relation holds at the
ionobase for an ionospheric resistivity qi. Therefore Exg > 0 and
Exi < 0 at the boundaries can be calculated: the signs provide the
correct senses of wave tilt. The power P dissipated in each of the
boundaries is proportional to the vertical integral of E2

x in each
medium. Because Ex(z) = Ex(0)e�z/d, it is straightforward to derive
P / d. Therefore, Pi/Pg = di/dg. Now the loss into the ionosphere must

be drawn from the ionobase down to some ‘‘crossover’’ altitude zc,
and similarly the loss into the ground is drawn from below zc. From
the power ratio,

zc

h
¼ dg

dg þ di
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
qg

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
qg

p þ ffiffiffiffiffiqi
p ð5Þ

where h is the waveguide thickness (ionobase altitude) and the
resistivities are still understood to be the apparent values for the
respective layered media. The apparent resistivity at any altitude
q(z) is given by:ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

qðzÞ
p

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
qg

p
� z

h
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
qg

p
þ ffiffiffiffiffi

qi
p� ���� ��� ð6Þ

Fig. 2 illustrates the 1D variation of
p

q(z) in the ground-ionosphere
waveguide: it is a linear function between +

p
qg and �pqi. There-

fore TEM sensitivity at any point in the waveguide is a simple func-
tion of the boundary properties. This relationship is illustrated with
numerical calculations below.

This is the third enabling factor for EM exploration of the sub-
surface of Venus: TEM waves like the Schumann resonances are
sensitive everywhere to the properties of the boundaries. Therefore
the subsurface can be probed even from high altitude, unlike ver-
tically incident waves or TM waves. The caveat is that the iono-
sphere must be treated simultaneously. This is a new approach
in exploration geophysics.

3. Methods

3.1. Measurements

We assigned the fundamental Schumann a frequency of 10 Hz
for convenience, and assumed that the first four resonances, scaled
for an ideal cavity, can be measured. In this paper we do not com-
pute the eigenfrequencies a priori using our ground and iono-
spheric conductivities, but rather focus on the ability to recover
subsurface properties over a frequency band likely encompassing
the Schumanns. When inverting for lithospheric properties, we as-
sumed that spectral estimation has been performed onboard by
cascade decimation (Wight and Bostick, 1980) to sharply reduce
data volume, so that complex field quantities at just eight discrete
frequencies are returned.

Propagation of errors is key to assessing performance. From Eqs.
(3) and (4), the errors rq on apparent resistivity are related to mea-
surement errors on E and B as (Bevington, 1969):

r2
q

q2 ¼ 4
r2

E

E2
x

þ r2
B

B2
y

 !
$ 4

r2
E

E2
x

þ r2
E

E2
z

 !
ð7Þ

where the first expression is for MT and the second is for WT. The
measurement errors for E and B are rE and rB, respectively. We

Ionobase

Apparent 
Resistivity

Surface
0

- i

+ g

m

Flight Altitude

Fig. 2. Square root of measured apparent resistivity qm for TEM waves in ground-
ionosphere waveguide is a linear function between the signed square roots of the
apparent resistivities of the ionosphere qi and ground qg (see text). The TEM-wave
sensitivity does not fall off sharply with altitude, but is sensitive everywhere in the
waveguide to the properties of the boundaries.
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found it convenient to use the base-10 logarithm of the resistivity,
so its error is rlogq = rq/2.718q.

We adopted the following sensitivities for sensors that might be
accommodated on a Venus balloon: 0.6 pT for a 20-cm search-coil
magnetometer (Roux et al., 2008), 1 lV/m for a nominal double-
probe electrometer with horizontal tip separation of 4 m (C. Fer-
encz, personal communication, 2009), and 0.05 lV/m for a new
large electrometer design built into a 6-m balloon hull (see Appen-
dix). The signal-to-noise power (SNR) in the critical horizontal
electric-field measurement, (Ex/rE)2, depends on altitude because
Ex is a linear function of altitude. In particular, SNR can degrade
near the crossover. We can, however, straightforwardly evaluate
the relative benefits of By or Ez as the reference measurement.
We assume that the vertical electrode separation in the nominal
configuration is just 1 m. For an Earth-like 1 pT (300 lV/m) signal,
the SNR for By is 4 dB but is 37 dB on Ez. If the balloon-hull elec-
trometer is used, SNR = 76 dB on Ez. We conclude that, since an
electrometer has to be flown anyway for Ex, it is a better to include
an Ez measurement than to fly a separate magnetometer for By. For
the remainder of this paper we focus on WT measurements, for
both the nominal and large electrode configurations.

The very small value of Ex compared to Ez poses a measurement
challenge. It is impractical to attempt to keep an aerial platform le-
vel or to recover the attitude to <0.1� required to extract Ex: there
will be strong cross-contamination from Ez. This problem has been
addressed for low-altitude VLF terrestrial surveying as the ‘‘quad-
rature method’’ (Barringer, 1973; Arcone, 1978). The complex form
of Eq. (3) for a uniform halfspace, and neglecting displacement cur-
rents, is

Ex

Ez
¼ ð1þ iÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qxe0

2

r
ð8Þ

This indicates that the phase of Ex with respect to Ez is 45� for a uni-
form halfspace. If the part of the measured Ex that is in quadrature,
or out of phase, with Ez, is taken as the inductive signal, then a cor-
rection factor of

p
2 will produce the true resistivity from the value

inferred solely from the quadrature component. In a halfspace with
an arbitrary variation of resistivity with depth, the phase / can vary
from 0� to 90� (see Vozoff, 1991). Then the quadrature apparent
resistivity is generally defined as

qq ¼
2jWqj2

xe0
ð9Þ

where Wq is the wavetilt computed from just the quadrature com-
ponent of Ex. The quadrature apparent resistivity is related to the
true apparent resistivity by

qq ¼ 2q sin2 / ð10Þ

For the uniform halfspace, / = 45� and qq = q. Phase increases
where a decrease in resistivity is sensed and conversely phase de-
creases where an increase in resistivity is sensed. Because the phase
cannot be measured in the quadrature method, qq may diverge
from q in non-uniform halfspaces. However, in the case of EM
sounding of Venus to depths of tens of kilometers and more, we will
rely on a continuous decrease of resistivity with depth due to
increasing temperature. Therefore / approaches 90� and qq = 2q.
In other words, almost all of the inductive signal does indeed lie
in the quadrature component when resistivity continuously de-
creases with depth, and so the original definition of q (Eq. (3))
can be used, simply taking the quadrature component of Ex relative
to Ez. In this way it is not necessary to measure accurately the atti-
tude of the sensors: good results can be obtained as long as the plat-
form is kept, or analytically rotated, to within several degrees of the
horizontal.

We incorporated any bias due to the quadrature approximation
by treating qq in the resistivity-depth inversions, which was com-
puted using the true q and / for a layered medium.

3.2. Subsurface conductivity

The conductivity 1 (S/m) as a function of temperature was taken
from measurements of dry (Wang et al., 2006) and ‘‘wet’’ (Yoshino
et al., 2009) magnesium-rich olivine (�Fo90):

1dry ¼ 250 expð�1:6=kTÞ ð11Þ

1wet ¼ 79Cw exp � 0:92� 0:16C1=3
w

� �
=kT

h i
ð12Þ

where k is Boltzmann’s constant (8.617 � 10�5 eV/K), T is the tem-
perature (K), and Cw is the water content in weight percent. Eq. (11)
closely reproduces earlier results on dry olivine by Constable et al.
(1992) at relevant temperatures. The enhancement of solid-state
conductivity in silicates by water is actually due to proton diffusion.
Other conductivity mechanisms given by Yoshino et al. (2009) can
be neglected at high water content. Poe et al. (2010) present alter-
native results that require less H2O to yield the same conductivity
as Eq. (12). Poe and colleagues suggest differences in FTIR calibra-
tion may account for discrepancies in water content. Earth’s
asthenosphere—defining ‘‘wet’’ for plate tectonics—has up to sev-
eral hundred ppm H2O (Bolfan-Casanova, 2005; Karato, 2006).
Therefore we adopt 600 ppm in the formula of Yoshino and col-
leagues (Eq. (12)), equivalent to 220 ppm derived by Poe and
coworkers, as representative of a ‘‘wet’’ Venus. Note that Namiki
and Solomon (1995) derived a maximum of 5 ppm H2O in the Venus
mantle from the inferred hydrogen escape flux and crustal produc-
tion rate, whereas Grinspoon’s (1993) analysis yields the same fig-
ure as a minimum, when subsequently accounting for degassing of
intrusives. Therefore it is likely that Venus lies close to our assump-
tions for a dry interior.

Two forms were considered for subsurface temperature profiles.
In the first, we assumed a constant gradient from 740 to 1690 K
across specified L = 100–500 km. These specified lithospheres are
useful as starting points for examining effects of parameter varia-
tions, and can be considered appropriate as individual or point
measurements from a balloon (or descent vehicle). Because a bal-
loon traverse can be measured in tens of thousands of km, how-
ever, we are interested in representations of lateral heterogeneity
and how well a mean lithospheric thickness can be recovered. To
that end we employed numerical models of mantle convection as
a second means of setting up temperature profiles.

We used the 2D finite-element, Newtonian temperature-depen-
dent viscosity code CITCOM (Moresi and Solomatov, 1995). The
model includes internal heating with a basal (core) component.
The mantle was 2900 km thick, the aspect ratio 4:1, and the grid
size 23 km. The temperature contrast was 960 K and the viscosity
contrast �104. We found that Rayleigh numbers Ra = 102, 958
(�103), and 104 corresponded to L = 760, 360, and 250 km. The
mean lithospheric thickness was measured as the average depth
where a linear geotherm fit to the upper mantle meets a con-
stant-fit deep-mantle temperature. Resource limitations prevented
further exploration to higher Ra, but these models are sufficient for
preliminary assessment of EM sounding for a range of L that has
been inferred for Venus from gravity (Moore and Schubert, 1997)
and convection modeling at high Ra (Solomatov and Moresi, 1996).

Another option is to include a crust explicitly. We treated the
crust as a 30-km thick layer (see Grimm and Hess, 1997, for a re-
view) with conductivity ten times the normal value. Crustal miner-
als, especially feldspars, have not had the same detailed laboratory
measurements under tightly controlled water content as mantle
minerals, so there is no good laboratory basis. The crust–mantle
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boundary is generally not well-resolved in terrestrial EM surveys
due to electrical-equivalence and screening effects of the conduc-
tive lower crust. However, very resistive crust can be distinguished
as being about a factor of 10 more conductive than the adjacent
upper mantle (Jones and Ferguson, 2001).

3.3. Atmospheric and ionospheric conductivity

We fit the profile for scalar conductivity in Fig. 2b of Simões
et al. (2008) to the function

log 1i ¼maxð0:18z� 26; 0:069z� 15:2Þ ð13Þ

where z is the altitude in km. The conductivity is considered well-
constrained by data above 120 km altitude, is constructed from the-
ory from zero to 80 km (Borucki et al., 1982), and is interpolated
from 80 to 120 km. This function is for the conductivity profile at
the subsolar point (solar zenith angle SZA = 0�); Simões and co-
workers double the scale height at the antipode (SZA = 180�), which
is equivalent to multiplying the z-coefficients by 0.5 in Eq. (13). We
took the mean value of [1–½sin(SZA/2)] over SZA = 0–180�, which
multiplies the z-coefficients by 0.682.

We used a suite of numerical models like those described in
Section 4.1 to derive the effective altitude of the ionobase and
the apparent resistivity of the ionosphere for subsequent analytical
calculations. The results are

qi ¼ log f þ 4:0; h ¼ 120þ ðf � 10Þ=2 ð14Þ

We considered two sources of error due to the ionosphere: sys-
tematic bias and random variations. The former represents an
overall uncertainty in the ionospheric scalar conductivity: we take
multipliers of ½ and 2, the full SZA scale indicated by Simões et al.
(2008). This error moves the ionospheric anchor point in Fig. 2,
such that the apparent resistivity measured in the atmosphere pro-
jects to an incorrect surface value. The bias is a long-wavelength
error, so in addition to global uncertainty it could also represent re-
gional effects like ionospheric holes (should they penetrate to near
120-km altitude). Any variations that have spatial scales similar to
or shorter than likely EM integration lengths of tens to hundreds of
km can be considered random noise. Relevant ionospheric varia-
tions include post-terminator waves and nightside chaos (Brace
et al., 1983; Brace and Kliore, 1991). We set the random variations
to 50% of the mean ionospheric conductivity.

3.4. Numerical EM methods

The RF package in Comsol Multiphysics version 3.5a was used
to calculate propagation of EM fields in a 2D Cartesian lossy wave-
guide. This is a finite-element code that treats the full Helmholz
equation (propagation plus diffusion). The model domain was
1500 km wide and 400 km high, with equal distances above and
below the ground surface. The grid size was 2 km. Scattering
boundary conditions were used throughout, except for an imposed
By source on the left-hand boundary. Eq. (13) was applied for the
atmospheric–ionospheric conductivity. In later models, a con-
stant-conductivity layer was substituted to represent the iono-
sphere according to Eq. (14) and the atmospheric conductivity
set to zero. Calculated Ex and Ez were exported for postprocessing
and the central 1000 km width and altitude 0–120 km extracted
for display. This model was used to validate the basic principles
of leaky waveguide propagation and to assess lateral resolution
and other 2D effects.

3.5. Analytic EM methods

An analytic model was developed to perform the parametric
studies of EM sounding that form the bulk of the results in this

paper. The apparent resistivity of the ground qg was computed
using the Wait (1970) propagator method. The ionospheric appar-
ent resistivity qi followed Eq. (14), then a bias, either double or half
of the expected value, was applied. The measured apparent resis-
tivity at altitude was then computed from Eq. (6). The quadra-
ture-measurement bias (Eq. (10)) translated the apparent
resistivity to the final, measured value qm. Eq. (6) was again ap-
plied to project an inferred ground resistivity from qm and the ini-
tially assumed mean qi.

Errors were propagated analytically. The strength of all of the
Schumann resonances was assumed to be By = 1 pT or equivalently
Ez = 300 lV/m (see Section 2.2). Therefore rE/Ez (or rB/By) are con-
stant. Ex is proportional to

p
q, so the measured Ex at altitude can

also be computed using Eq. (6), which then determines rE/Ex. The
normalized variance on resistivity due to measurement error (Eq.
(7)) was added to the normalized variance of the ionosphere to
form a normalized total variance.

3.6. Inversion for resistivity vs. depth

There are a variety of methods used for 1D inversion of appar-
ent resistivity as a function of frequency to true resistivity as a
function of depth d in the ground (see Wittall and Oldenburg,
1992, for a review). We used the Bostick (1977) asymptotic inver-
sion, so named because it maps the jth apparent resistivity to the
asymptote intersection point of a model with j layers over a half-
space. This algorithm is therefore recursive but noniterative, and
so was adopted here for simplicity. More robust (Occam) or spe-
cialized (D+) techniques would be used in practice. The appropriate
depth multipliers to D in the asymptotic inversion (Wittall and
Oldenburg, 1992) were found to be �0.8.

The analytically propagated error on true resistivity rqd is the
same as that on apparent resistivity rq, because of the one-to-
one frequency-to-depth mapping. The error on depth rd = d[rq/
q(d)]/2.

3.7. Inversion for thermal gradient

The resistivity-depth solutions are useful for understanding
whether the crust and upper mantle of Venus are wet or dry, and
give some qualitative indications of lithospheric thickness.
However, terrestrial geophysics has sought to directly link field
conductivity-depth and laboratory conductivity-temperature mea-
surements to determine mantle temperature structure (e.g., Con-
stable, 1993; Xu et al., 2000; Yoshino et al., 2009). Here we
attempt to recover the lithospheric temperature profile in order
to understand the controls on Venus geodynamics, but we allow
the parameters of the Ahrennius relationship to be independently
estimated. Therefore the recovered resistivity-depth data were fit
to a three-parameter model

q ¼ q0 exp
A

Rcd

� �
ð15Þ

where q0 is the resistivity at the planetary surface, A is the activa-
tion energy (kJ/mol), and c is a linear geotherm (K/km). In practice
the logarithm of Eq. (15) was taken for more even weighting, and
the least-squares iterative inversion was performed using a sub-
space-trust method (MATLAB Optimization Toolbox). The error in
geothermal gradient rc was determined as

rc

c

� �2

¼ rf

c

� �2

þ rd

d

� �2
þ rlog q

log q

� �2

ð16Þ

where rf is the fitting error on c and the other terms are taken from
the resistivity-depth inversion Section 3.6.
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4. Results

4.1. Numerical models

We demonstrate the principal behavior of the ground-iono-
sphere waveguide using a 10-Hz wave (Fig. 3). The altitude-depen-
dent atmospheric–ionospheric conductivity (Eq. (3)) was used. The
ground resistivity was set constant at 1 � 106 X m, except for a
100-km patch with 1/10 of this value. These resistivities, while rep-
resentative of wet and dry olivine in later figures, were chosen sim-
ply to assess the lateral resolution and the likely crossover altitude.

First note that the vertical electric field is sharply attenuated
near 120-km altitude (Fig. 3a). This is the result of the increase
in ionospheric conductivity with altitude, and shows how the
waveguide naturally develops when the skin depth in the iono-
sphere becomes small compared to the waveguide thickness. Note
second that the electric field is near-vertical (compare Fig. 3a and
b) and that the magnitude of Ez does not vary much vertically
across the waveguide. This is the principal feature of a TEM wave
that distinguishes it from TM, and also indicates that the atmo-
spheric conductivity is negligible. The change in Ez laterally is

due to losses through the boundaries, but this should not be used
to compute Q as this is a 2D Cartesian model.

The horizontal E-field (Fig. 3b) changes slowly in general, its
magnitude also tracking boundary losses. There is a sharp decrease
over the low-resistivity anomaly. Ex varies linearly and changes
sign from the surface to the ionobase, confirming Eq. (6). The
apparent resistivity (Eq. (3)) shows a continuous decrease with
altitude until the null in Ex (dark blue band in Fig. 3c), then in-
creases again above. Comparison of measured apparent resistivity
qm to true ground resistivity qg (Fig. 3d) also confirms that lateral
heterogeneity is tracked from altitude. Smearing occurs over a lat-
eral extent of about one skin depth, which is exactly what is ex-
pected in ground-based surveys (Vozoff, 1991). In the analytical
models below, as in a real experiment, the measured apparent
resistivity and an estimate of the ionospheric apparent are used
to recover the true ground resistivity.

The second numerical model (Fig. 4) simplifies the treatment of
the atmosphere and ionosphere but introduces additional lateral
heterogeneity into the ionosphere and the ground. The atmosphere
was taken to be a layer of zero conductivity from the surface to
120 km altitude. The ionosphere was treated as a uniform layer
above, with apparent resistivity varying from 2 � 105 (left) to
1 � 105 (right) X m. This is comparable to the full variation with
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Fig. 3. Numerical model of 10-Hz EM propagation in ground-ionosphere waveguide
of Venus (2D Cartesian approximation). Solar-zenith-angle-averaged atmosphere–
ionosphere conductivity profile of Simões et al. (2008) naturally develops ionobase
(waveguide thickness) at �120 km altitude (a). Horizontal E-field Ex (b) is much
smaller and indicates energy lost through the boundaries (Ex > 0 exits into the
ground). Apparent resistivity (c) is minimized at the Ex sign change (‘‘crossover’’)
but tracks lateral changes in ground resistivity ((d) 100-km wide arbitrary
anomaly). Horizontal resolution is comparable to skin depth in the ground. Dashed
line in third panel indicates balloon altitude.
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Fig. 4. Numerical model with ionosphere explicitly represented as a conductive
layer above 120 km, now illustrating effect of lateral changes in ionosphere and
more complex ground properties. Both are laterally compressed for illustration:
variation in ionosphere as a function of solar zenith angle 180� at left to 0� at right
(Simões et al., 2008; 20,000 km), and variations in Ra � 103 mantle convection
model (12,000 km). As ionosphere becomes more conductive, crossover altitude
increases, and measured resistivity is more sensitive to the ground.
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SZA suggested by Simões et al. (2008), but squeezed horizontally
into 1000 km for illustration. Similarly, the apparent resistivity
across 10,000 km of convection model at Ra � 103 was computed
using the dry olivine law and squeezed into the 1000-km horizon-
tal extent of the displayed EM model. The results are qualitatively
similar to the previous model. The electric field is still very nearly
vertical, but some deflection is evident in both the vertically
changing strength of Ez (Fig. 4a) and the variability in Ex (Fig. 4b).
The altitude of the Ex crossover and qm minimum (Fig. 4c) increases
from left to right because ionospheric resistivity is decreasing
(Fig. 4d), pulling the ionospheric anchor point (Fig. 2) closer to
zero. The measurement is everywhere below the crossover in this
example, but the apparent resistivity is seen to reflect the proper-
ties of both the ground and the ionosphere (Fig. 4d).

These numerical models confirm the analytic derivation that
measurements of TEM waves from balloon altitude on Venus are
sensitive to the properties of both the ionosphere and the subsur-
face, with the altitude variation a simple function of the boundary
properties. The 2D models also show that lateral resolution is
<100 km, a sufficiently long distance to allow signal integration
within a resolution element, but small compared with surface
scales of mantle convection.

4.2. Analytical models

The effects of a crust and mantle water on conductivity and the
aerial measurement procedure to recovering lithospheric thickness
were tested using the analytical model described above.

Reference models with specified L = 100–500 km (linear tem-
perature gradients), for wet and dry olivine conductivity, are
shown in Fig. 5. The asymptotic depth mapping of the first four

Schumann resonances onto these resistivity structures are shown
as symbols. With no biases, the recovered resistivities match the
true resistivities. The ellipses show representative measurement
errors using the nominal electrometer. Errors are small for dry oliv-
ine because Ex is large at high resistivity, and lithospheric thickness
appears to be adequately resolved (this is formalized below as esti-
mated thermal gradient and errors). Conversely, the low resistivity
of the wet olivine decreases (Ex/rE)2 to the point where lithospher-
ic thickness is not well-resolved.

The reference case is hardly changed by inclusion of a 30-km
thick, conductive crust (Fig. 6). The Schumann resonances gener-
ally penetrate to much greater depths in the dry cases and so are
insensitive to the crust. If the lithosphere is as thin as 100 km there
is some distortion. The dry-olivine resistivities are still sufficiently
high that errors are not affected. The errors compound for wet oliv-
ine, but this is immaterial because L cannot be recovered anyway.
Note that this modeled wet, conductive crust for Venus is only now
moving into the realm of poorly conducting rocks on Earth.

Aerial soundings, including random variations and bias of the
ionosphere as well the quadrature bias, are shown in Fig. 7. Two
inversions (sets of symbols) are indicated for each specified litho-
sphere, with the ionospheric resistivity double and half the ex-
pected value. These resistivities therefore fall on opposite sides of
the true resistivity curves. For dry olivine, the bias suggests that
L can still be reasonably estimated. However, the decrease in Ex

with altitude now also decreases (Ex/rE)2
, and the ionospheric ran-

dom errors also contribute, so that the accuracy on L degrades. The
measurement accuracy improves the estimate of L when the large
electrometer is introduced (dotted ellipses). Biases in the wet-oliv-
ine cases strongly shift the recovered curves or even cause the
resistivity to diverge from a monotonic decrease with depth. The
random errors have also increased.

These tests were repeated using results extracted from the
numerical models of mantle convection. The added value is an esti-
mate of the variability about a mean lithospheric thickness L. Fig. 8
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Fig. 5. Dry (solid) and ‘‘wet’’ (dashed) electrical resistivity vs. depth for specified
lithospheric thicknesses of L = 100–500 km at 100-km increments (red through
gray, respectively). Symbols show resistivity structure inverted at the first four
Schumann resonances (�10 to �32 Hz; lowest frequency penetrates deepest). Error
ellipses at representative L = 300 km and 1st and 4th resonances indicate effect of
nominal instrumental errors on resistivity-depth recovery. Random errors are
larger for wet resistivity due to smaller induced fields. These calculations represent
point measurements without horizontal averaging. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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Fig. 6. Effect of electrically conductive 30-km crust on EM point inversion.
Systematic error occurs only where Schumann depth sensitivity smears crust–
mantle boundary. Random errors remain modest for dry resistivity, but degrade
further for wet resistivity.
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plots representative resistivity-depth curves for wet and dry oliv-
ine for the three convection models (Ra = 102, �103, and 104).
These are individual points from the model but were chosen to
be representative of the mean plus/minus one standard deviation.
Note that the variability increases as Ra increases and L thins. The
reference model (Fig. 8) again shows good recovery for dry olivine
and poor results for wet olivine. The crust (Fig. 9) has no effect on
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Fig. 7. Effect of airborne measurement on EM inversion. This model includes bias
multipliers of ½ and 2 in the noon-to-midnight ionospheric resistivity as well as a
50% local random variation. There are two inversions (sets of symbols) for each
curve to cover the bias range. Random errors increase due to the smaller induced
fields measured at the balloon altitude (see text). Finally, only the quadrature
component is used to reconstruct the induced field: this obviates the need to
deconvolve the reference field but it introduces an additional bias. The dotted error
ellipses introduce a large electrode configuration using the interior surface of the
balloon for improved measurement accuracy (see Appendix).
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Fig. 8. Point soundings for convection models. Red, green, and blue correspond to
Rayleigh numbers = 104, �103, and 102, respectively. Error ellipses are for nominal
measurement. The selected profiles for each model are representative of the mean
and standard deviation but are actual. Compare to Fig. 5. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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Fig. 9. Point soundings for convection models with conductive crust superimposed.
Compare to Fig. 6.
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Fig. 10. Point soundings for convection models with aerial-measurement effects
(ionosphere and quadrature bias). Large errors for wet ground conductivities not
shown. Compare to Fig. 7.
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these models (because the thinnest L = 250 km). The aerial mea-
surement (Fig. 10) for wet olivine again fails to provide useful
inferences about L. Even with bias and the small electrometer,
these cases can be distinguished for dry olivine.

Such interpretation of Figs. 8–10 still treats the results as point
measurements. We are interested in comparing these point esti-
mates to the large-scale lateral averages afforded by the convec-
tion models. Tables 1 and 2 give the geothermal gradients for
each of the lithospheric models used in this paper (actual for spec-
ified lithospheres, mean for convection models) and the estimated
values and errors from Section 3.7. These results also span all 8
combinations of conductivity law and effect of crust or ionosphere.
The best-case accuracies for the reference point measurements in
the range of expected lithospheric thicknesses for Venus are 20–
30%. However, the accuracy on thermal gradient degrades to
�100% or worse when the airborne measurement is treated. The
513 grid points in the convection models provide an equal number
of measurement stations, so the average thermal gradient on the
profile can be improved by averaging. We find that for all cases
with dry olivine, the standard deviation of the estimated thermal
gradient is comparable to the standard deviation of the data,
<25%. The nominal electrometer is sufficient for this purpose. The
difficulties in measuring the small electric fields induced in wet
olivine preclude assessment of errors on thermal gradient and in
the worst cases no estimate is obtained at all.

The standard deviation of the mean estimated thermal gradient
is of course smaller by

p
513, in which case the net error on geo-

thermal gradient is dominated by the bias or offset between the
estimated and true values, typically �10% in Table 2.

5. Concluding discussion

We have developed a comprehensive, but still exploratory, con-
ceptual framework for EM sounding of the lithosphere of Venus.
We found that lightning-caused Schumann resonances are capable
of penetrating 50–100 km in a dry Venus, thus investigating a
depth interval sensitive to vertical temperature changes. This al-
lows estimation of lithospheric thickness or thermal gradient.

The presence of hundreds of ppm H2O will increase conductivity
enough so that the vertical length scale is limited to <20 km. This,
and the decrease in measurement SNR, precludes robust estima-
tion of lithospheric properties. The presence of significant water
in the crust of Venus could nonetheless be inferred, and variations
in shallow structure tracked.

The higher SNR in a three-component electrometer composed
of orthogonal booms is superior to using a two-component elec-
trometer and a magnetometer. Even if the vertical electrode sepa-
ration is restricted to �1 m, the SNR in measuring the vertical
electric field as the reference is still much greater than using the
horizontal magnetic field. A large electrode area and tip separation
are important for obtaining good measurements of the horizontal
electric field. Using the balloon itself is the optimal solution to
obtaining high E-field SNR (Appendix).

We have shown that aerial EM sounding on Venus is really a
joint investigation of the subsurface and ionosphere. With long tra-
verses (�104 km), mean properties of the ionosphere and subsur-
face can be recovered. Joint regional (�103 km) inversion may be
possible with additional constraints, e.g., the variation of the iono-
spheric resistivity with SZA and recognition that the ground resis-
tivity will be correlated at long wavelength with topography (both
are correlated with temperature). Local (�102 km) solutions
(essentially point measurements) may provide useful tiepoints if
the ionospheric resistivity can be estimated from distortion in
the balloon downlink.

The data processing follows the usual hierarchy, with associated
increasing sophistication of interpretation. The complex spectra
form the Level 1 data (likely available data rates from a balloon will
not permit return of raw time series: onboard spectral estimation
is necessary). Solution of EM measurements for resistivity vs.
depth forms Level 2 data. Such data are useful for confirming the
predicted vertical and horizontal trends expected for the increase
of temperature with depth and the larger thermal anomalies over
volcanic rises. Thickened crust over plateau (tessera) highlands
would also be evident. Level 3 data follow from the final step de-
scribed here, estimation of thermal gradient.

The electric-field measurements required for aerial EM sound-
ing on Venus are closely related to those used in space- and atmo-

Table 1
Point measurement accuracy of lithospheric thermal gradient.

Mantle conductivity Dry Dry Dry Dry Wet Wet Wet Wet
Ionosphere error? No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
Conductive crust? No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

True dT/dz, K/km (L, km) Inferred dT/dz and standard error
9.5 (100) 9.5 ± 5.8 (2.4) 7.1 ± 39 (13) 4.0 ± 37 (37) NR 8.4 ± 13 (2.0) NR 9.4 ± 29 (2.2) NR
4.8 (200) 5.0 ± 2.0 (1.1) 5.2 ± 6.6 (3.9) 4.7 ± 3.2 (2.8) 4.5 ± 8.2 (7.2) 4.6 ± 5.2 (0.7) NR 4.6 ± 43 (41) NR
3.2 (300) 3.3 ± 1.1 (0.7) 3.4 ± 3.2 (1.9) 3.3 ± 1.1 (0.6) 3.3 ± 3.6 (2.8) 3.1 ± 3.1 (0.4) NR NR NR
2.4 (400) 2.5 ± 0.7 (0.5) 2.6 ± 1.9 (1.2) 2.5 ± 0.7 (0.4) 2.4 ± 2.1 (1.7) 2.3 ± 2.2 (0.3) NR NR NR
1.9 (500) 2.0 ± 0.5 (0.4) 2.1 ± 1.3 (0.9) 2.0 ± 0.5 (0.3) 2.0 ± 1.4 (1.2) 1.8 ± 1.7 (0.3) NR NR NR

L = Lithospheric thickness: uniform thermal gradient from 740 to 1690 K over depth L.
NR = no result (failed inversion or extreme error).
Errors reported for nominal electrometer; numbers in parentheses use optimal electrometer.

Table 2
Ensemble measurement accuracy of lithospheric thermal gradient.

Mantle conductivity Dry Dry Dry Dry Wet Wet Wet Wet
Ionosphere error? No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
Conductive crust? No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

True dT/dz, Std. Dev., K/km Inferred dT/dz and standard error
4.1 ± 1.0 (Ra = 104) 4.3 ± 1.0 4.6 ± 1.1 4.1 ± 0.9 3.9 ± 0.8 4.0 ± 1.1 5.1 ± NR 4.5 ± 0.5 NR
2.6 ± 0.4 (Ra ffi 103) 2.8 ± 0.3 2.9 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.3 3.4 ± NR 4.1 ± 0.1 NR
1.2 ± 0.1 (Ra = 102) 1.4 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.1 2.0 ± NR 5.2 ± 0.1 NR

Ra = Rayleigh number.
NR = no result (failed inversion or extreme error).
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spheric-physics investigations, onboard processing can return
compact but useful data, and long traverses can separate ground
and ionospheric contributions. The general approach described
can be implemented for high-altitude (20 km) surveying on Earth
and ionospheric conductivity can be estimated from GPS-signal de-
lay. If Mars or Titan have lightning, they too will likely have Schu-
mann resonances, and can be electromagnetically probed from
aerial vehicles.
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Appendix A. Spherical-octant electrode configuration

We have developed a novel electrode design suitable for wave-
tilt measurements from a balloon. All ‘‘electrically small’’ measure-
ments depend critically on two parameters: the capacitive reac-
tance Z of the sensors and their ‘‘effective’’ separation Dx.
Because Z = 1/xC, where x is the angular frequency and C is the
capacitance, it is essential to increase capacitance as frequency is
decreased in order to maintain a given noise level in the amplifier.
C is nearly a linear function of electrode size. The signal DV in-
creases linearly with Dx (because E ffi DV/Dx). Therefore the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases with C and Dx.

Prior aerial electric-field measurements have used parallel or
curved plates, small spheres or cylinders separated by booms, or
limited surfaces on a sphere. Each of these geometries has a draw-
back in small capacitance, small effective separation, or inability to
measure three spatial components of the electric field.

Our electrode array (Fig. A1) is nearly optimal for low-frequency
balloon measurements, in that it:

1. Is a minimum-volume configuration by using the surface of a
sphere.

2. Maximizes capacitance by using nearly 50% of the available sur-
face area.

3. Maximizes electrode separation by differencing voltages across
opposing hemispheres (the small separations at the corners
have little effect because the affected area is small).

4. Is able to measure three spatial components of the field by
alternately joining pairs of electrodes and differencing them
with the opposing pair. In this way only four electrodes are
required where normally six would be used.

Through numerical modeling, we determined that C ffi 76a pF
and Dx ffi 0.7a, where a is the sphere radius in meters. These rela-
tions assume the corner gap is �a. There are several additional
benefits to this design that optimize its incorporation into a bal-
loon hull:

5. The electrodes can be sufficiently thin so as not to substantially
impact balloon mass.

6. The electrode flexibility and configuration along the gore direc-
tion will make them easy to build into the balloon hull and not
affect deployment or flight performance.

7. The cable bundle containing the attachment leads running from
the top to bottom of the balloon can be incorporated with exist-
ing structural/signal lines. The entire line can be actively driven
to make it electrically ‘‘invisible.’’

The voltages on the individual electrodes must be amplified and
differenced (and digitized) to produce an E-field measurement. We
have designed the relevant circuitry based on the OPA129 op-amp.
For a 6-m balloon, the predicted sensitivity at 10 Hz is better than
50 pV/m/

p
Hz.

We note finally that the measurements claimed in a 2004 US
patent by Barringer (#6,765,383) at frequencies less than hundreds
of hertz (indeed, down to <1 Hz) are physically impossible due to
the small size and spacing of the electrodes.
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